
CHECKLISTS AND RUBRICS
Quality Methods to Enhance Courses and Programs 

(AKA Quality Control and Assurance)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmandaWelcome to Checklists and Rubrics: Quality Methods to Enhance Courses and Programs workshop! You are in the right place if you are interested in quality, course or program assessments, or evaluations.



Car Headlights Scenario

By Patrick Ch. Apfeld (Own work) [CC BY 3.0], via Wikimedia Commons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmandaHere is a story to get you thinking about the value of quality methods in general. Headlight story . . . What are some checks that could have been performed to prevent the problems in this “headlights story”? Checks constitute quality measures to ensure that those receiving the service or deliverables feel satisfied with the transaction and receive what they are supposed to receive. In education, our focus is on student learning. 



Welcome from your facilitators!

Amanda Major, EdD, CPLP, PMP
• Research and practitioner interests in higher education online 

education are:
• Quality 
• Project management
• Organizational development

• Faculty, staff, and administrator in higher education online 
learning

• Currently an instructional designer at UCF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello. I am Amanda Major. Welcome! My practitioner and researcher focus is quality e-learning operations, as well as project management and organizational development in higher education. I have served as a faculty, staff, and administrator in the field. Currently, I serve as an instructional designer, helping faculty members move their courses online. Additionally, I coordinate as well as facilitate professional development.



Welcome from your facilitators!

Charlotte Jones-Roberts, MA Instructional Design / 
MA TESOL
• Instructional designer at University of Central 

Florida
• Background as faculty in higher education 

(instruction, curriculum, and development)



Introductions

■ Position

■ How do you define quality?

■ Where would you institute just one 
check in your own life?

“Take that Assignment 3 You are 
Ticked Off the List” by Poulin’s Place 
http://poulinplace.wikispaces.com/ 
used under a CC-BY-SA 3.0.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CharlotteFollowing our introductions, have attendees introduce themselves as well!-Name-Institution-PositionBrainstorm: How do you define “quality”?(If 10 or less, individual definitions; if 11 or more, allow small groups to brainstorm for 2 minutes, then share).



Objectives

■ Identify methods for using checklists and rubrics.

■ Discuss your institutions current implementation of checklists or rubrics as 
compared to other institutions.

■ Choose among any customizable combination of rubrics and checklists 
resources. 

■ Evaluate a course or program assessment. 

■ Sketch some action items and prioritize based on the context of your unique 
higher education institution.

■ Review some scenarios related to implementing checklists and rubrics.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmandaChecklists and rubrics provide a practical resource for any institution committed to maintaining online courses or programs. Whether using checklists to devise strategy, guide operations, determine gaps in faculty development, or assess current quality, where to begin or how to proceed can be confusing. This session aligns with TOPkit Checklists and Rubrics content. This session will guide you to consider next steps in planning or implementation of assessments for online education, based on your unique higher education institution culture and climate. By the end of this session, you will have selected a checklist or rubric and sketched some action items for moving quality forward at your institution.



COURSE ASSESSMENTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Course assessments typically involve reviewers utilizing rubrics to review courses. The rubrics contain standards with criteria and a scale to rate the degree to which the course have met standards. We are going to describe several course assessments. We would like to hear at least one brief example from the group about your experience with each.Teaching, learning, or course design could be a specific focus of a course assessment. You could use these assessments for online or hybrid courses; some are specifically designed for hybrid courses. You can use any of these course assessments in many different points in a course’s lifecycle, like to guide course design. Use it to review a course prior to its launch. Use it as formative feedback to enhance a course after a couple iterations of the course being taught. You can approach course assessments informally, as in an instructional designer reviewing a course upon request with his or her favorite rubric. As another example of this informal approach is a faculty reviewing his or her own course.  The approach might be more formal, however, too. It might be used as part of a larger program or course review process. BTW, the course review is a quality control. If you review the quality process to enhance it, that is quality assurance.



Open SUNY Course Quality Review 
(OSCQR)

■ Rubric assesses institutional design and accessibility
■ Rubric is openly licensed for anyone to use and adapt
■ OSCQR provides explanation and examples of how to meet of each 

standard from OLC and TOPR
■ Results in an automatically generated . . .

– Aggregates recommendations into action plan with time estimates to 
help with prioritizing course revisions

– Nifty dashboard 
■ OLC adopted OSCQR as one of their online quality scorecards
■ http://oscqr.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmandaOSCQR is the Open SUNY Course Quality Review course assessment designed by a multi campus team in the State University New York System starting and adapting from established quality standards. The rubric is openly licensed for anyone to use and adapt. The platform has a license, too. It is available upon request. The aim is to support continuous improvement to the instructional design quality and accessibility of online courses.OSCQR standards link out to an explanation and examples of how to meet each standards. It links to UCF’s Teaching Online Pedagogical Repository (TOPR). I really like their Google Sheets platform because it:Aggregates score and recommendations into an action planProvides time estimates to help with prioritizing course revisions Has a nifty dashboard for tailoring faculty developmentOLC adopted OSCQR as one of their online quality scorecards with a new platform in the works.By a show of hands, how many of you have experience with this?

http://oscqr.org/


Quality Course Teaching and Instructional 
Practice (QCTIP)
■ OLC adopted QCTIP into their Quality Scorecard Suite.

■ Validate instructional practices

■ Can be used as a comprehensive overview of teaching effectiveness  or 
as independent reviews in several different areas:
– Course Fundamentals 
– Learning Foundations 
– Faculty Engagement 
– Student Engagement

■ Standards created by a panel of experts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OLC adopted this course assessment into the Quality Scorecard Suite, too.What is unique about QCTIP is that it validates instructional practices and actual teaching, unlike most other rubrics that focus solely on course design.It can be used as a comprehensive overview of teaching effectiveness or as independent reviews in several different areas:Course Fundamentals ─ post-course/quality in course designLearning Foundations ─ key quality learning components  Faculty Engagement ─ Learning Outcomes, Course Content, Assignments, Improve the student learning experienceStudent Engagement ─ create an engaging and effective classroom environment for studentsThese standards created by a panel of experts. By a show of hands, how many of you have experience with this?



The California State University Quality Online 
Learning and Teaching (QOLT) Instrument
■ Course Overview and Introduction (8 objectives)

■ Assessment and Evaluation of Student Learning (6 objectives)

■ Instructional Materials and Resources Utilized (6 objectives)

■ Students Interaction and Community (7 objectives)

■ Facilitation and Instruction (8 objectives)

■ Technology for Teaching and Learning (5 objectives)

■ Learner Support and Resources (4 objectives)

■ Accessibility and Universal Design (7 objectives)

■ Course Summary and Wrap-up (3 objectives)

■ Mobile Platform Readiness (optional; 4 objectives)

http://courseredesign.csuprojects.org/wp/qualityassurance/qolt-instruments/

“Illustration of a black horse isolated on a white background” by 
liftarn acquired from the OCAL website CC BY Public Domain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmandaQOLT was designed to evaluate the quality of online, hybrid, or blended courses. It is organized into 10 sections with 54 objectives. Quite comprehensive! Three different QOLT instruments are available from the CSU QOLT Evaluation Instruments website:-QOLT Instructor Self-Rating Instrument-QOLT Peer-Rating Instrument-QOLT Student-Rating InstrumentThe instrument platform used is Survey Gizmo, allowing the assessor to save and re-enter the survey where they left off. Elect to receive the report by entering your email address. By a show of hands, how many of you have experience with this?

http://courseredesign.csuprojects.org/wp/qualityassurance/qolt-instruments/


Quality Matters (QM)
■ MarylandOnline’s offers various membership types available for various levels of use

■ Membership enables access to various course review types
–Self Reviews
–Internal Reviews
–Custom Reviews
–Preparatory Reviews
–QM-Managed Official Course Reviews
–Higher Education Subscriber-Managed Official Course Reviews
–Additional Course Review Options

■ Well-established rubric standards and scalable process

■ Key elements of a course review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CharlotteMarylandOnline’s QM higher education process and rubric can be utilized for competency-based, online, and hybrid courses. MarylandOnline is a non-profit organization that has a multitude of membership types available for various levels of use for their quality review resources. QM Membership allows access to many course review types with associated fees (https://www.qualitymatters.org/qm-membership/benefits-fees): Self Reviews, Internal Reviews, Custom Reviews, Preparatory Reviews, QM-Managed Official Course Reviews, Higher Education Subscriber-Managed Official Course Reviews, and Additional Course Review Options.QM has well-established rubric standards, backed by a combination of a review of literature (and a Quality Matter Research Library) and experience from faculty and designers, and with a scalable process for course quality assurance, including tools for building a culture of quality. They have a professionally designed platform for course reviews CRMS or MyCR and a professional development curriculum for those conducting peer reviews.Key Elements of any course review: -Rubric: One of the five QM Rubrics or a custom rubric created in My Custom Reviews (MyCR) -Review System: Tools located in the QM Course Review Management System (CRMS) or MyCR -Reviewer(s): Number and role depends on the type of review being conducted. Official Review Team consist of QM-Certified Reviewers, one of whom is a Master Reviewer serving as team chair -Final report: An aggregation of reviewer findings 



University of Florida Standards and Markers of Excellence
New UF + QM

■ UF Standards and Markers of Excellence and the updated UF + QM provide a 
framework of best practices for online courses

■ UF Online courses are required to meet the Standard items

■ Standards/forms and guides are available for anyone to download, adapt, or 
use:

– Quick Guide to Online Communication and Interaction
– Quick Guide to Online Instructional Methods
– Quick Guide to Online Course Accessibility
– Quick Guide to Online Course Content
– UFSME Self and Peer Review Form
– Self Review Form Sample
– Quick Guide to Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CharlotteUF Online courses are required to meet the Standard items. According to my recent communications with Jennifer Smith over at UF, they have recently updated the UFSME to incorporate the QM rubric for preparing to implement the state review process. These are called the new UF+QM items. The legacy UFSME and guides are available to take and adapt. These include: the quick guides and review forms.



UCF Course Review 
■ In support for the State University System Florida Board of Governors 

2025 Strategic Plan for Online Education

■ UCF Quality Task Force created openly licensed quality and high 
quality course rubrics

■ Tiered system with 3 designations:
– Quality
– High Quality
– Exemplary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CharlotteIn support of this state quality initiative, UCF’s Center for Distributed Learning developed a tiered system for reviewing courses with 3 designations: Quality, High Quality, and Exemplary. There is a process and rubric associated with each review. For each quality designation, we include a course badge, letter from the vice provost for faculty to include in their dossiers, and recognition of the course on the Florida Virtual Campus’s online course catalog website. Right now the scoring is absent 0, developing 2, and present 3 and the course must have a score of 85% or greater to achieve the quality designation. The purpose of our Quality Task Force efforts is to improve the quality of online courses at UCF, as well as to strengthen the relationships we have with faculty. In this way, we can showcase our knowledge and value to the community. Most importantly, we aim to support the success and satisfaction of UCF students.



Application

■ What is your experience instituting course assessments?

■ Where do you see your institution headed in the realm of course 
quality?
– Over the next year?
– The next five years?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If over 11, break into small groups for discussion



PROGRAM 
ASSESSMENTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Program assessments are designed for enhancing blended or online programs or e-learning operations. You can use the whole or part of a program assessment depending on your needs. Perhaps you can use program assessments:As a guide for planning, for example like launching a program of study or creating quality student and faculty orientationsFor strategic planning to determine your unit’s strengths or areas for improvement, you would need to do some benchmarking to complete the strategic planning with your teamAs a gap analysis to enhance faculty professional development in online/blended learningAs a gap analysis to enhance unit operations, as an example, perhaps in the area of tech or student supportProgram assessment for evaluation purposesComprehensive assessment, like a self-study for SACS COC accreditationYou will need to call upon experts in each of the functions/categories to help you complete a comprehensive assessment. It will likely take coordination effort and functional teams. I will now quickly review some program assessments readily available for your use. 



OLC Quality Scorecard for Blended Learning and Administration of Online 
Programs

Quality Scorecard Categories
• Institutional Support
• Technology Support
• Course Development and 

Instructional Design
• Course Structure
• Teaching and Learning
• *Social and Student Engagement*
• Faculty Support
• Student Support
• Evaluation and Assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are two course assessments part of the OLC Quality Scorecard Suite: the QS for Administration of Online Programs and QS for Blended Learning Programs. These are similar to each other: one is for the administration of online programs and the other is for blended programs. Another difference is one of the categories: only the QS for Administration of Online Programs has the category of Social and Student Engagement. Both have a regional accreditor crosswalk associated with them. Both have a rubric and handbook describing each indicator an how to meet that indicator. This is important because each score needs to be substantiated by justifications and artifacts. Both Scorecards have interactive versions, that will eventually have the functionality to categorically benchmark institutions. You do not have to be a member to download the criteria/rubric or handbook; however, you must be a member to use the interactive versions.Scoreable Rubric  (score each indicator on the following point values: 0=Deficient, 1=Developing, 2=Accomplished, 3=Exemplary) Scorable range on a 10-point grading scale (Exemplary, Acceptable, Marginal, Inadequate, Unacceptable)



Online Learning at Duke: 
A Planning Guide
Focus on developing an online program

■ Questions to address essential components of 
planning, including a needs analysis

■ Teaching an online class and adding activities to a 
traditional class

■ Flowchart for course design

■ Timeline

D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Online Learning at Duke: A Planning Guide was created by those at Duke University for providing a guide for developing an online program. This one is very helpful in guiding the launch of an online program. It offers guiding questions addressing needs analysis to program evaluation. It guides you through a short needs analysis of instructional design. There is a flowchart for course design. The sample timeline for course production. This Planning guide is a great resource for a lead coordinator or course developer.It contains questions to address essential components of planning: needs analysis, viability in terms of resources, structure and curricula, design and development, technologies, faculty development and support, support services, advertising/recruiting students, program approval, and evaluating online programs.



iNacol
International Association for k-12 Online 
Learning

■ Institutional Standards

■ Teaching and Learning Standards

■ Support Standards

■ Evaluation Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pape, L., & Wicks, M., (2009) developed iNacol or National Standards for Quality Online Programs to provide states, districts, online programs, and other organizations with a set of quality guidelines for online program leadership, instruction, content, support services, and evaluation. Designed specifically for k-12 online programs, iNacol addresses institutional standards, teaching and learning standards, support standards, and evaluation standards. The initiative began with a thorough literature review of existing online program standards, including accreditation standards, a cross-reference of standards, followed by a survey to iNACOL members and experts to ensure the efficacy of the standards adopted.  What I find most useful in this rubric is the institutional standards category is very robust, considering leadership, staffing, organizational commitment, equity and access, as well as integrity and accountability.Institutional StandardsMission StatementGovernanceLeadershipPlanning Organizational StaffingOrganizational CommitmentFinancial and Material ResourcesEquity and AccessIntegrity and AccountabilityTeaching and Learning StandardsCurriculum and Course DesignInstructionAssessment of Student PerformanceSupport StandardsFaculty StudentsGuidance Services Organizational SupportParents/Guardians working as a team with facultyEvaluation StandardsProgram EvaluationProgram Improvement



Distance Education Programs: Interregional Guidelines for the 
Evaluation of Distance Education
Nine Hallmarks of Quality for Distance Education

1. Mission and purposes (MSCHE Standard 1)

2. Integrated plans for developing, sustaining, and, if appropriate, expanding (MSCHE 
Standard 2)

3. Incorporated into the institution’s systems of governance and academic oversight (MSCHE 
Standard 4)

4. Online learning offerings are coherent, cohesive, and comparable in academic rigor

5. Evaluates the effectiveness 

6. Faculty are appropriately qualified and effectively supported

7. Provides effective student and academic services to support students 

8. Provides sufficient resources to support and expand

9. Assures the integrity of its online offerings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developed by the Council of Regional Accrediting Commissions (C-RAC) to assist institutions in planning distance education, these Interregional Guidelines provide an assessment framework for institutions already involved in distance education. It was based on two reports: the US General Accounting Office 2006 Report titled “Evidence of Quality in Distance Education Drawn from Interviews with the Accreditation Community” and a report prepared by the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education Cooperative for Educational Technologies (WCET) (2002) “Best Practice Strategies to Promote Academic Integrity in Online Education.” The Guidelines comprise nine hallmarks of quality for distance education and serve as a self-evaluation supplement for MSCHE’s (Middle States Commission for Higher Education) accreditation standards. Institutions are asked to include evidence of the extent to which they meet nine hallmarks. Examples of the types of evidence that institutions might use are provided in this booklet. An abbreviated version of the nine hallmarks of quality or distance education are listed here on this slide. These are the same nine halmarks that NC-SARA asks their participating institutions to agree to. NC Sara is one of the 4 regional compacts that reduces the complexity for qualifying to offer distance education across states.The Interregional Guidelines composes nine hallmarks of quality or distance education with analysis/evidence listed under each.Online learning is appropriate to the institution’s mission and purposes (MSCHE Standard 1).The institution’s plans for developing, sustaining, and, if appropriate, expanding online learning offerings are integrated into its regular planning and evaluation processes (MSCHE Standard 2).Online learning is incorporated into the institution’s systems of governance and academic oversight (MSCHE Standard Curricula for the institution’s online learning offerings are coherent, cohesive, and comparable in academic rigor to programs offered in traditional instructional formats.The institution evaluates the effectiveness of its online learning offerings, including the extent to which the online learning goals are achieved, and uses the results of its evaluations to enhance the attainment of the goals.Faculty responsible for delivering the online learning curricula and evaluating the students’ success in achieving the online learning goals are appropriately qualified and effectively supported.The institution provides effective student and academic services to support students enrolled in online learning offerings.The institution provides sufficient resources to support and, if appropriate, expand its online learning offerings.The institution assures the integrity of its online offerings*.



Rubric Evaluation

1. Find a small group
2. Choose a course or program assessment which you think 

may meet your needs
3. Visualize your course, team, program, or institution (choose 

one) which you will be assessing
4. Evaluate whether this assessment would meet your 

individual needs. Why or why not?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CharlotteIndividually participants will begin to try using one of the rubrics based on a course, distance education functional unit, and online program(s) with which they are most familiar, relying on their group members and facilitator for support. They will need to do 4 tasks to complete this activity: pair up based on interest, choose a course or program assessment which you believe will meet your needs, visualize your course, team, program, or institution which you will be assessing, evaluate whether this assessment would meet your individual needs and explain why or why not. 



MOVING QUALITY FORWARD 
AT YOUR INSTITUTION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have had a chance to review the course and program assessments, now we are moving into the portion of the workshop that involves tailoring your plan for moving quality forward at your institution. 



Where are YOU in your institution and 
what is your influence?

Courses

Operations

Programs

Institution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmandaTo move quality forward at your institution, you will need to understand your and other’s roles related to quality efforts in online learning at your institution. This exercise will help you determine who your stakeholder’s are and begin to reveal how much influence you have at your institution. Think, who is responsible for:-Courses-Operations-Programs-Institutional or governance level—like policy making and key decisions?Where are YOU in your institution? How much influence do you have in your position on the quality course review or program review process? How do these areas of focus inter-relate with one another? (Gist: Are we all responsible/shared governance?)Maybe make a mental note or take a quick moment to jot some notes down about these questions.



Organizational Behavior Quadrant

Shared 
Governance

Command and Control

Synchronized/Connected

Silo

(McGregor, 1960; Weick, 1976)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will need to keep in mind where you are in the institution to determine where you are in this organizational behavior quadrant: comprising of two continuums. Keeping in mind how your organization behaves, will help you determine how much influence you have to make a difference in quality online learning. Let’s look at the yellow continuum. Higher education has a tradition of shared governance; however, in reality your institution or unit my operate in a more top-down, hierarchical method. Shared leadership is a broad term that encompasses team leadership, distributed leadership, horizontal communication/leadership, and collective leadership; it involves a dynamic, interactive, collaborative process to achieve beneficial outcomes for the organization (Kocolowski, M. D., 2010, Shared Leadership: Is it Time for a Change?, Emerging Leadership Journeys, Vol. 3 Iss. 1, 2010, pp. 22-32). This might involve completing a task together, making decisions, providing support to one another where the group has a shared sense of purpose and accountability in an equitable partnership. On the other end of the spectrum, is command and control, requiring you to carry out the task issued to you by your supervisor or the state. This type of exchange is typical in a more hierarchical organization. Decisions are made and implemented very quickly in this type of environment. Think, where would you fall on this continuum?Let’s look at the gray continuum. Your unit may work closely with others in a synchronized or connected method or as a stand-alone or in a silo. To determine the how much coordination must be involved through the process, you might examine whether your unit operates in a silo or in synchronization to other units at your institution. For instance, could you implement course reviews in your instructional design unit without support from your technical support unit; the two units must act synchronously through the process of standing up course reviews. If work in an academic department and you have the consent among your team, the program leads, and decentralized online learning team in your Department, you may be able to go ahead and use the Duke Planning Guide to launch a program or the QS to conduct a program assessments without informing any other unit. This would only affects your Department and you could coordinate the effort in a silo. (If you would like to conduct a program assessment and you are a generalist in a centralized teaching and learning unit at a small institution, you are accustomed to coordinating with other units as changes occur in policies: very synchronized. You will definitely need to work together with other units: student support services, academic programs, and academic support units on campus. You may want some guidance from the Evaluation/Effectiveness Office on campus. You have already established relationships with these units and just need to closely coordinate your efforts and timelines with theirs.) Think, where does your department fall on this matrix? (Have participants place post-it note on the posterboard) Please take a moment to place your dot on the Organizational Behavior Quadrant.(Chronicle of Higher education article Exactly what is “shared governance” governance? By Olson, G. A. (2009) 



Thinking Through Your Plan

Initiating

Planning

Executing
Monitoring 

& 
Controlling

Closing

 What is your predominant project 
phase, how does that affect next 
steps?

 Where do key considerations fall into 
the project phases?

• Developing a plan for its use 
• Policies and procedures around 

its implementation, 
• Tracking 
• Promoting/communicating its use
• Assessing its effectiveness

 Create some action items for next 
steps in your quality planning or 
course/assessment project?

(Project Management Institute, 2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organizational behavior effects implementation efforts and planning. Where you are in your project phase can help with planning. Whether you’re an administer or individual contributor focused on courses, operations, programs, or the University, think of one quality assurance project or operation. Using that one example what project phase requires your attention now.What is your predominant project phase, how does that affect next steps? It may be helpful, too, to consider where these key considerations fall into the project phases.Developing a plan for its use, Policies and procedures around its implementation, Tracking Promoting/communicating its use.Assessing its effectivenessCreate some action items for next steps in your quality planning or course/program assessment project?More of an individual activity but feel free to consult others.



Key Considerations for Success

Barriers

Drivers 

In small groups . . .

1. What are the drivers and barriers to 

implementation?

2. What can you do to minimize barriers?

3. What can  you do to strengthen drivers?

Individually, . . . 

• Prioritize items or add to your action plan.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assemble into groups of interest; discuss for 4 minutes; reconvene to share what each group gatheredWhat are the drivers and barriers to implementation?What can you do to minimize barriers?What can  you do to strengthen drivers?Individually, look at your action items and consider drivers and barriers, then prioritize or add to your action plan.



SCENARIOS



Scenario for Administrator/Coordinator

You work in a large, hierarchical Community College District with many 
silos and a history of more command and controlled rather than shared 
governance. You have the go ahead to implement the Quality Scorecard 
from your central District for strategic planning purposes. You will need 
consensus and coordination support from stakeholders within your 
central District administrative office and those academic administrators 
dispersed across many Colleges, as well as consultative guidance from 
administrative units involved in SACS accreditation.

How would you implement this?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Return to small groupsFacilitator will present key considerations for planning checklist/rubric implementing by telling the story of a hypothetical course review process implementation. Key considerations are: developing a plan for its use, policies and procedures around its implementation, tracking, and assessing its effectiveness, and promoting/communicating its use. Culture and climate effect implementation efforts and planning.Example DCCD Strategic Plan for Online Learning Programs



Scenario for Staff Administrator

You co-lead a unit focused on providing student support and 
engaging students in the University. Your higher education 
institution has strategic plans to increase the number of blended 
learning programs.  You want to know how effective your team’s 
efforts have been so far and you want to prepare them for providing 
outreach and programming that engages blended learning 
students. You believe training may be the solution.

What would be your next steps to lead your unit to improve the 
quality of students’ experience?



Scenario for Instructional Design

An Industrial Engineering program will launch in 2 semesters. You 
have been tasked with training faculty in key aspects of online 
design, teaching, and policies/guidelines for delivering courses. You 
need to ensure that the courses have well-organized, accessible 
content prior to launch and progressively enhance the learning 
experience for students. 

How would you implement this? What steps would you take?



Scenario for Faculty

Your end-of-course student surveys for an online course have come back surprisingly 
negative. You have spent so much time choosing the best, most enlightening materials 
for the course. You grade assignments prior to the end of the course with numerous, 
substantive feedback. Your research is suffering because of the time you spend on the 
course. Obviously, you want to improve the course but do not know how to begin.

What checks would you put in place to enhance students’ satisfaction with your course?



CLOSING THOUGHTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is just one take-away or action item that you derived from this workshop?



• Contact Info
o Email: amandamajor225@gmail.com or 
o Amanda.major@ucf.edu
o Twitter: @Amanda_Major
o LinkedIn: Amanda Major
o Skype: cam.amanda.major

• Contact Info
o Email: CharlotteJonesRoberts@gmail.com
o Charlotte.Jones-Roberts@ucf.edu
o Twitter: @CharlotteJonesR
o LinkedIn: Charlotte Jones-Roberts
o Skype: CharlotteJonesRoberts

mailto:amandamajor225@gmail.com
mailto:CharlotteJonesRoberts@gmail.com
mailto:Charlotte.Jones-Roberts@ucf.edu
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https://onlinelearningconsortium.org/consult/olc-quality-scorecard-administration-online-programs/
https://onlinelearningconsortium.org/consult/olc-quality-scorecard-blended-learning-programs/
https://www.inacol.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/national-standards-for-quality-online-programs.pdf
https://cdl.ucf.edu/files/2013/09/IDL6543_CourseRubric.pdf
http://teach.ufl.edu/uf-standards-and-markers-of-excellence/
http://oscqr.org/acknowledgements/
http://projeuni.ir/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/ohnso__wd85c4fwa28v15.pdf
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